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We study the momentum- and temperature dependencies of magnetic susceptibilities and mag-
netic exchange in paramagnetic fcc iron by a combination of density functional theory and supercell
dynamical mean-field theory (DFT+DMFT). We find that in agreement with experimental results
the antiferromagnetic correlations with the wave vector close to (0, 0, 2π) dominate at low tempera-
tures (as was also obtained previously theoretically), while the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
correlations closely compete at the temperatures T ∼ 1000 K, where γ-iron exists in nature. Inverse
staggered susceptibility has linear temperature dependence at low temperatures, with negative Weiss
temperature θstagg ≈ −340 K; the inverse local susceptibility is also linear at not too low tempera-
tures, showing well formed local moments. Analysis of magnetic exchange shows that the dominant
contribution comes from first two coordination spheres. In agreement with the analysis of the
susceptibility, the nearest-neighbor exchange is found to be antiferromagnetic at low temperatures,
while at temperature of the α-γ structural phase transition its absolute value becomes small, and the
system appears on the boundary between the regimes with strongest antiferro- and ferromagnetic
correlations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gamma- (face centered cubic) iron exists in nature in
a relatively narrow temperature interval from 1185 to
1660 K. In this temperature interval it is known to show
Curie-Weiss behavior of uniform magnetic susceptibility
with large negative Weiss temperature [1–3]. In Cu pre-
cipitates γ-iron can be stabilized till very low temper-
atures, which allows studying its low-temperature mag-
netic properties. Early experimental studies have shown
that this substance is a weak itinerant antiferromagnet
with the Neel temperature of the order of 100 K [4–
6]. Later it was found [7–9] that the corresponding in-
commensurate wave vector Q ≈ 2π(1, 0.13, 0) in units
of inverse lattice parameter a is close to the so called
AFM-I magnetic structure. Therefore, in contrast to α-
iron, which possesses short-range ferromagnetic correla-
tions above Curie temperature, γ-iron is expected to have
short-range antiferromagnetic order above Neel temper-
ature.
The stability of various ground states in γ-iron was an-

alyzed theoretically within the density functional theory
(DFT) approaches [10–23], which allowed one to repro-
duce the experimental wave vector [14–16] at the lat-
tice parameter, corresponding to low temperatures (or
precipitates), while at sufficiently large lattice parame-
ter the ferromagnetic phase was shown to be stable [17–
21]. These first principle approaches allowed one also to
obtain the lattice constant dependence of magnetic mo-
ment of γ-iron [17–19, 21] and corresponding magnetic
exchange interactions [22, 23].
The ab initio DFT approaches do not allow, however,

treating correlation, as well as temperature effects, which
are often crucially important in strongly-correlated ma-
terials, such as iron. These effects may be especially
pronounced in the presence of local magnetic moments,
which appear in particular due to Hund’s exchange inter-

action (in the so called Hund’s metals [24–27]). Recent
dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) studies [28] have
shown partly formed local moments in γ-iron at not very
low temperatures, allowing to consider it as a Hund’s
metal in some temperature range (see also Ref. [27]).
In particular, the inverse local susceptibility is approxi-
mately linear in temperature above T ∗ ∼ 500 K, corre-
sponding to a crossover temperature scale from the local-
moment to itinerant behavior. At temperatures below
T ∗ the local moments in γ-iron are screened by itinerant
electrons. Indeed, fitting the inverse local susceptibility
of Ref. [28] at temperatures T > T ∗ by the dependence
χ−1
loc ∝ T + 2TK, determining the single-site Kondo tem-

perature TK, below which the local moments are screened
[29], yields TK ∼ T ∗. At the same time, the local mo-
ments do not strongly decay at not very low tempera-
tures, which is confirmed by the calculated temperature
dependence of dynamic local magnetic susceptibility [28].

On the other hand, due to thermal expansion, at high
temperatures γ-iron is expected to exhibit stronger fer-
romagnetic, than antiferromagnetic correlations, as indi-
cated by the DFT approaches [17–21] and experimental
data [30]. According to the comparison of the energies of
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic phases in ab initio

studies (see, e.g., Refs. [17–20]), the transition between
these phases occurs at the value of the lattice constant,
corresponding to the temperature T ∼ 1000 K, which is
close to the α-γ transition.

Therefore, one can expect strong change of magnetic
properties of γ-iron from itinerant antiferromagnet to
local moment substance with dominating antiferromag-
netic or ferromagnetic correlations with changing tem-
perature. Although the dependence of the magnetic
properties (in particular, exchange parameters) at zero
temperature on lattice constant was studied previously
within DFT calculations, it seems important to investi-
gate the effect of temperature and electronic correlations
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on magnetic properties of this substance. In the present
paper we apply DFT+DMFT approach [31, 32] to study
magnetic properties of γ-iron in a broad temperature
range. In contrast to the previous study [28] we vary lat-
tice constant with changing temperature, and, more im-
portantly, use the supercell DMFT approach, considered
previously for α-iron [32], to extract momentum depen-
dence of magnetic susceptibility and exchange interac-
tion, including local vertex corrections. We find that in-
deed the character of magnetic fluctuations changes from
dominating antiferromagnetic ones at low temperatures
to ferromagnetic at the temperatures closer to the α-γ
structural transition. We also obtain the corresponding
magnetic exchange parameters.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Sect. II we

discuss the method, in Sect. III present the results and
finally in Sect IV we present conclusions.

II. METHOD AND COMPUTATIONAL

DETAILS

A. Supercell calculation of susceptibilities in

DFT+DMFT

First, we have performed DFT calculations using the
full-potential linearized augmented-plane wave method
implemented in the ELK code supplemented by the Wan-
nier function projection procedure (Exciting-plus code).
The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof form of GGA was consid-
ered. The calculations were carried out with the ex-
perimental temperature dependence of the lattice con-
stant in the temperature range, where γ-iron exists in
nature, a(T ) = a0 + a1T where a0 = 3.5519 Å, a1 =
8.1593× 10−5 Å/K [33]; in the following we extrapo-
late this dependence to lower and higher temperatures.
The convergence threshold for total energy was set to
10−6 Ry. The integration in the reciprocal space was
performed using 18×18×18 k-point mesh for unit cell,
while 15×15×15 , and 12×12×12 meshes were used for
supercells with 2 and 4 atoms, respectively. From con-
verged DFT results we have constructed effective Hamil-
tonians in the basis of Wannier functions, which were
built as a projection of the original Kohn-Sham states to
site-centered localized functions as described in Ref. [34],
considering 3d, 4s and 4p states.
In DMFT calculations we use the Hubbard pa-

rameter U ≡ F 0 = 4 eV and Hund’s rule coupling
I ≡ (F 2 + F 4)/14 = 0.9 eV, where F 0, F 2, and F 4 are
the Slater integrals as obtained in Ref. [35] by the
constrained DFT in the basis of spd Wannier func-
tions. The on-site Coulomb interaction was considered
in the density-density form. The corresponding matrix
of Hund’s exchange can be expressed via the Coulomb
interaction matrix Umm′

σ,σ′ as Imm′

= (Umm′

σ,−σ −Umm′

σ,σ )(1−

δmm′), m and σ are orbital and spin indexes. The
double-counting correction was taken in the fully local-
ized limit. The impurity problem was solved by the hy-

bridization expansion continuous-time quantum Monte
Carlo method [36]. In our calculations we neglect the
redistribution of charge density on the DFT level caused
by the self-energy from DMFT, since iron is a moder-
ately correlated metal, in which the 3d states are only
weakly hybridized with 4s and 4p states; previous charge
self-consistent studies of iron (e.g., Refs. [37, 38]) did
not result in any significant discrepancies with other
DFT+DMFT studies.
The non-uniform static spin susceptibility

χmm′

q =
1

N

∫ β

0

dτ
∑

ij

〈szim(0)szjm′ (τ)〉eiq(Rj−Ri), (1)

where sim = c+imσσσσ′cimσ′/2 are electronic spin opera-
tors, cimσ(c

+
imσ) are electron destruction (creation) oper-

ators (i is the site index), can be obtained by calculat-
ing a response to a small staggered external field intro-
duced in the DMFT part in a suitable supercell. Namely,
for the orbital-resolved magnetic susceptibility we have

χmm′

Qi
= 4µ2

Bχ
mm′

Qi
= ∂Mm′

Qi
/∂Hm

Qi
, where Hm

Qi
is the

magnetic field applied to orbital m and corresponding
to the wave vector Qi, M

m′

Qi
is the magnetization of or-

bital m′. In the real space, the applied field takes a form
H

m,i
Rj

= H0 cos(QiRj), where Rj is the position vector

of site j, H0 is a constant small field. In practice, we
have used the magnetic field corresponding to splitting
of the single-electron energies by 0.02 eV. This field was
checked to provide a linear response and was considered
to be small enough to neglect the redistribution of charge
density on the DFT level.
For high-symmetry wave vectors the corresponding su-

percells are compact, and therefore can be studied by
real-space extension of DMFT (see, e.g., Refs. [39, 40]).
In this extension, the self-energy is still local but assumed
to be site dependent. As a result, several single-impurity
problems have to be solved at each self-consistency loop.
Note that neglect of the non-local components of the
self-energies may yield an underestimate of the non-local
components of the susceptibility. We expect, however,
that because of strong on-site electronic correlations,
non-local components of the self-energy do not change
substantially the obtained results.
To calculate the non-uniform susceptibilities we

have constructed supercells containing up to four
atoms and corresponding to seven high-symmetry
points. In particular, for wave vector QX1

= (0, 0, 2π)/a
we considered supercells containing two nearest-
neighbor atoms at (0, 0, 0) and (0, a/2, a/2) in
Cartesian coordinates with lattice vectors {0, a, 0},
{0, 0, a}, and {a/2, a/2, 0}. The same atoms were
used to construct a supercell for QL = (π, π, π)/a
with lattice vectors {a, a, 0}, {a/2,−a/2, 0}, and
{0,−a/2, a/2}. For QW1

= (π, 2π, 0)/a, we built a
supercell with four atoms by including two extra atoms
at (a, 0, 0) and (−a/2, a/2, 0). The lattice vectors
for this supercell are {a, a/2, a/2}, {2a, 0, 0}, and
{0, a, 0}. For QX2

= (2π, 0, 0)/a, QX3
= (0, 2π, 0)/a,
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QW2
= (2π, π, 0)/a, and QW3

= (2π, 0, π)/a the su-
percells have been constructed in a similar manner
by permutation of corresponding components. The
orbital-resolved results for the wavevectors QXi

and
QWi

with different i are not equivalent because of the
orientation of d-orbitals in certain directions in real
space. Their rotation by point group operations than
yields the off-diagonal (in the orbital space) components

of the spin operators smm′

i = c+imσσσσ′cim′σ′/2, yielding
non-Heisenberg components of the exchange interaction,
which are not considered here.

B. Formulas for magnetic exchange

The orbital-resolved exchange interaction Jmm′

ij can be
represented in the RKKY-like form, its Fourier transform
reads [32]

Jmm′

q = 2Imm′′

(

χm′′m′′′

q

)

irr
Im

′′′m′

, (2)

where the summation (i.e. matrix product) over repeated
indexes is assumed and the (transverse) irreducible parts

of non-uniform electronic susceptibilities (χmm′

q )irr are re-

lated to the magnetic susceptibilities χmm′

q by the Hund’s
exchange interaction,

(

χmm′

q

)

irr
=

[

(

2χmm′

q

)

−1

+ Imm′

]

−1

, (3)

[...]
−1

denotes the matrix inverse with respect to the or-
bital indexes, the factor of 2 accounts the difference be-
tween the transverse and longitudinal susceptibilities.
While the components of the exchange interaction JQi

can be determined from the obtained irreducible suscep-
tibilities, to interpolate between different points Qi we
consider an expansion

Jmm′

q = Jmm′,(0) + J
mm′

q , (4)

J
mm′

q = Jmm′,(1)
xy cos(aqx/2) cos(aqy/2)

+ Jmm′,(1)
xz cos(aqx/2) cos(aqz/2)

+ Jmm′,(1)
yz cos(aqy/2) cos(aqz/2)

+ Jmm′,(2)
x cos(aqx) + Jmm′,(2)

y cos(aqy)

+ Jmm′,(2)
z cos(aqz) + Jmm′,(3) [cos(aqx) cos(aqy)

+ cos(aqy) cos(aqz) + cos(aqz) cos(aqx)] , (5)

such that Jmm′,(r) are determined by Jmm′

Qi
. To deter-

mine eight matrices Jmm′,(0,3), J
mm′,(1)
ab , and J

mm′,(2)
a

we consider irreducible susceptibilities for eight wave vec-
torsQΓ = (0, 0, 0),QL,QXi

, andQWi
Because of neglect

of the off-diagonal spin operators smm′

i , the present treat-
ment is only approximate; as we will see in the following,
however, the crystal symmetry breaking in final results
for the exchange interaction is sufficiently small, and can

FIG. 1: (Color online) Momentum dependence of the irre-
ducible susceptibility, summed over all orbitals (blue solid
line), t2g orbitals (green short-dashed line), eg orbitals (red
long-dashed line), and t2g-eg contributions (purple dotted
line) for β = 30 eV−1 (a = 3.583 Å, top) and β = 10 eV−1

(a = 3.647 Å, bottom).

be neglected. To extract the physical exchange from the

obtained matrices J
mm′,(i)
ab , we calculate it as

J
(i)
ab =

∑

mm′

J
mm′,(i)
ab µ2

mm′/
∑

mm′

µ2
mm′ , (6)

where µ2
mm′ = 3[d(1/χmm′

loc )/dT ]−1
a is the matrix of

squares of local moments, χmm′

are orbital-dependent
local susceptibilities, index a indicates that the lattice
constant is kept constant when evaluating the derivative.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 we present the resulting momentum depen-
dencies of the irreducible susceptibilities, summed over
all and part of the orbitals; the interpolation between
symmetric points is performed by calculating the ex-
change interactions in Eqs. (4) and (5) and inverting then
Eq. (2). Although the obtained dependences are qualita-
tively similar to those obtained earlier from the bare bub-
ble in DMFT [28], the numerical values of susceptibilities
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are approximately two times larger (similarly to previous
study of α-iron [32]) because of the vertex corrections.
At low temperatures (β = 30 eV−1) the maximum of the
obtained susceptibility is at the X point, which shows
dominant antiferromagnetic correlations. The suscepti-
bility is, however, weakly momentum dependent, such
that these correlations compete with fluctuations with
other wave vectors, in particular Γ (i.e. ferromagnetism),
W, and K. As can be seen from partial contributions, the
weak momentum dependence appears as a result of com-
pensation of eg and mixed t2g-eg contributions, while the
t2g contribution is almost momentum-independent itself.
For β = 10 eV−1 the momentum dependence of total
irreducible susceptibility becomes even weaker; the sus-
ceptibility at Γ point becomes close to that at the X
point, which shows that ferromagnetic correlations are as
strong, as the antiferromagnetic ones at this temperature.
Note that weak momentum dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility and close competition of ferro- and anti-
ferromagnetic correlations at temperatures T ∼ 1200 K,
at which γ-iron exists in nature, agrees with the exper-
imental results [30]. Such a momentum dependence of
the susceptibility at not too low temperatures, which is
qualitatively different from the low-temperature behav-
ior, is obtained entirely due to using supercell DMFT
approach, accounting for the vertex corrections for the
magnetic susceptibility, and it was not found in the cal-
culation of momentum dependence of bubble of Green
functions in DMFT approach of Ref. [28].
The temperature dependence of the uniform and stag-

gered susceptibilities χQ =
∑

m,m′ χmm′

Q , correspond-
ing to Q = 0 and Q = QX , respectively, is shown in
Fig. 2(a) (as mentioned above, the susceptibilities, cor-
responding to different Q = QXi

are slightly different;
the difference is however small). In agreement with pre-
vious calculations [28] the inverse uniform susceptibility
decreases with increasing temperature at low tempera-
tures T . The value of the inverse uniform susceptibil-
ity, obtained in the present study, is approximately twice
smaller than found previously [28], mainly due to larger
(and more realistic) choice of the Coulomb interaction
and agrees well with the experimental data. The slope
of the temperature dependence of the inverse uniform
susceptibility near the experimental temperature of α-γ
structural transition is not obtained correctly, but one
should take into account that the Curie and structural
transition temperatures are overestimated in the consid-
ered theory, treating Ising symmetry of Hund’s exchange
[41]. The obtained slope of the inverse susceptibility at
the expected theoretical temperature of α-γ transition
1.2T LDA+DMFT

C,α ≃ 2600 K (the Curie temperature of α-

iron T LDA+DMFT
C,α , obtained within LDA+DMFT analy-

sis, was taken from Refs. [32, 42]), yields better agree-
ment with the experimental data for the slope.
On the other hand, the staggered susceptibility in-

creases with decreasing temperature, and approximately
fulfills the Curie-Weiss law. The corresponding Weiss
temperature θstagg ≈ −340 K is, however, negative, such

0
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Temperature dependencies of the in-
verse magnetic uniform and staggered susceptibilities (top
panel), obtained within the (supercell) DFT+DMFT ap-
proach together with the experimental data for the uniform
susceptibility. The inverse local magnetic susceptibility is
shown in the middle panel. The instantaneous average 〈m2

z〉
and local magnetic moments from local susceptibility are
shown in the bottom panel.

that no long-range magnetic order is obtained at low
temperatures (at least from the extrapolation of the ob-
tained inverse susceptibility). The long-range order in
copper precipitates may occur due to temperature de-
pendence of the lattice constant, somewhat different from
the considered one, the surface/volume anisotropy effects
of γ-iron nanoparticles, as well as the anisotropic dipole-
dipole interaction. It is important to note that despite
the negative Weiss temperature, both ferro- and antifer-
romagnetic correlations at T ∼ 1000 K are sufficiently
strong. In particular, the corresponding values of the
inverse staggered and uniform susceptibilities are com-
parable to the uniform susceptibility of α-phase at the
α-γ transition temperature, as follows from previous the-
oretical results of uniform susceptibility of α-iron [32] at
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T = 1.2T LDA+DMFT
C,α .

The temperature dependence of the inverse local sus-
ceptibility is shown in Fig. 2(b). In agreement with pre-
vious results [28] in the considered temperature range it
is approximately linear for both, fixed and temperature-
dependent lattice constant. The temperature dependen-
cies of the instantaneous and static local moments, ex-
tracted from the average 〈m2

z〉 (which is almost site-
independent due to site-diagonal form of the self-energy),
where mz = 2µB

∑

m szm, and the derivative of the in-
verse susceptibility µ2

loc = 3[d(1/χloc)/dT ]
−1
a obtained

from χloc =
∑

m,m′ χmm′

loc , respectively, are shown in

Fig. 2(c). One can see that at fixed lattice constant the
average 〈m2

z〉 is weakly temperature dependent; the lo-
cal moment µ2

loc shows somewhat stronger temperature
dependence, especially at low temperatures, reflecting a
tendency of destroying static local moments at lower tem-
peratures [28]. The suppression of the local moments
is not pronounced in the considered temperature range,
and, therefore, they are well formed above the lowest
considered temperature T = 1/30 eV. The same charac-
teristics of local moments, calculated with temperature
dependent lattice constant, show stronger temperature
dependencies, reflecting effect of changing lattice con-
stant. At not too high temperatures T < 1500 K we
find weak effect of the lattice constant change on µ2

loc.
The obtained value of magnetic moment µloc ≈ 3.8µB

at T = 1200 K agrees with previous DMFT study [28],
but somewhat larger than that obtained in DFT ap-
proach in both, low-spin (antiferromagnetic) and high-
spin (ferromagnetic) phases [17–19]. On the other hand,
for the saturated magnetic moment µsat, defined by
µ2
loc = µsat(µsat + 2µB), we find the value µsat ≈ 2.9µB,

which is closer to the high-spin state DFT result.

200 400 600 800 1000 1200
T (K)

-0.008

-0.004

0

0.004

0.008

J
(i

)
(e

V
)

J(2)

J(1)

J(3)

3.58 3.60 3.62 3.64a (A)
(11.47) (11.66) (11.86) (12.05)V (A3)

FIG. 3: (Color online) Temperature dependence of the

magnetic exchange integrals J(i) in first three coordination
spheres; the upper axis shows respective lattice constants and
unit cell volumes for the considered temperatures. The error
bars show only uncertainty, related to the Heisenberg form of
magnetic interaction, see text.

FIG. 4: (Color online) Momentum dependence of the mag-
netic exchange integral for β = 30 eV−1 (top), β = 20 eV−1

(middle), and β = 10 eV−1 (bottom).

Let us consider the results for the magnetic exchange.
The temperature dependence of the orbital-averaged
exchange parameters J (i), obtained according to the
Eq. (6), is shown in Fig. 3 (we average the results also
with respect to the space indexes a, b and show the cor-
responding spread of the obtained values for different a, b
by error bars, which correspond physically to assuming
Heisenberg form of the exchange interaction as discussed
above; the on-site contribution J (0) ≈ 0.96 eV is ob-
tained rather weakly temperature dependent). One can
see that the exchange J (3) remains small in the consid-
ered temperature range and the dominant contribution
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comes from first two coordination spheres. In this situ-
ation (provided J (2) > 0) the type of the ground state
magnetic configuration (and dominant magnetic correla-
tions at finite temperature) is determined by the sign of
J (1): it is ferromagnetic for J (1) > 0 and antiferromag-
netic with the wave vector (0, 0, 2π)/a for J (1) < 0. One
can see that the nearest-neighbor exchange is antiferro-
magnetic at low temperatures and favors the (0, 0, 2π)/a
short-range order, in agreement with the analysis of sus-
ceptibilities (weak deviations from the wave vector QX

can not be treated in the considering supercell approach).
Approaching the temperature β = 10 eV−1, which is
closer to the α-γ structural transition, we obtain, how-
ever, almost vanishing nearest neighbor exchange, such
that the system appears on the boundary between the
regimes with strong ferro- and antiferromagnetic corre-
lations, also in agreement with the analysis of the sus-
ceptibility above. We note that DFT calculations yield
change of sign of nearest-neighbor exchange at the unit
cell volumes 11.8 Å3 [22] or 11.4 Å3 [23], which are sub-
stantially smaller than the unit cell volume V0 = 12.1 Å3

at β = 10 eV−1. Therefore, present theory allows one to
obtain better agreement with the experimental data of
Ref. [30]. Although longer-range than third neighbors
magnetic exchanges are not considered in the present
approach (and third neighbor exchange is small), also
in DFT calculations [22, 23] the third- and longer range
magnetic exchanges almost compensate each other in the
vicinity of the unit cell volume V0.
The resulting momentum dependence of the magnetic

exchange Jq, calculated analogously to J q in Eq. (5)

with the obtained exchange integrals J (i), substituted in-

stead of J
(i)
mm′ , is shown in Fig. 4. In agreement with the

above discussed results, we obtain JQX
> J0 at low tem-

peratures and JQX
≈ J0 at β = 10 eV−1. The magnetic

exchange J0 = 0.032 eV at β = 10 eV−1 (which in our ap-
proach is provided mainly by the next-nearest-neighbor
interaction), multiplied by the square of effective spin 3/2
(corresponding to our magnetic moment µ2

loc ≈ 15µ2
B)

is comparable (but somewhat larger) than the exchange
J0 = 0.05 eV between unit spin vectors, obtained in re-
cent DFT approach [23].

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied magnetic properties and magnetic ex-
change interactions in paramagnetic fcc iron by a combi-
nation of density functional theory and dynamical mean-
field theory (DFT+DMFT). By using supercell approach
and interpolating the values of magnetic susceptibility
between the symmetric points of the Brillouin zone with
the expansion of the magnetic exchange in coordination
spheres up to third nearest neighbors, we have obtained
weak momentum dependence of the magnetic susceptibil-
ity. In agreement with previous theoretical results and
the experimental data we find that the antiferromagnetic
correlations with the wave vector close to (0, 0, 2π)/a

dominate at low temperatures. At the same time, antifer-
romagnetic and ferromagnetic correlations closely com-
pete at the temperatures T ∼ 1000 K, where γ-iron exists
in nature. Although this latter result is also in agreement
with the experimental data [30], to our knowledge it has
not been reproduced theoretically previously. The anal-
ysis of the inverse uniform susceptibility shows improve-
ment of the agreement with the experimental data in
comparison with previous theoretical study due to more
realistic Coulomb interaction; the obtained inverse stag-
gered susceptibility shows linear temperature dependence
at low temperatures, with negative Weiss temperature
θstagg ≈ −340 K. The inverse local susceptibility is found
to be also linear at not too low temperatures, showing
well formed local moments. Analysis of magnetic ex-
change between these local moments shows that the dom-
inant contribution to the magnetic exchange comes from
first two coordination spheres; the nearest-neighbor ex-
change is found to be antiferromagnetic at low tempera-
tures, while at temperature of the α-γ structural phase
transition its absolute value becomes small, and the sys-
tem appears on the boundary between the regimes with
strongest antiferro- and ferromagnetic correlations. At
higher temperatures the nearest- and next-nearest ex-
changes are ferromagnetic. We note that in our study
the crossover between the regimes with strongest ferro-
and antiferromagnetic correlations is due to change of
preferred orientation of local moments with weakly vary-
ing size µloc, which is in contrast to the transition from
low- to high spin itinerant state in DFT. In our calcu-
lations we have used the density-density form of Hund’s
exchange, which was shown to significantly overestimate
the α-γ structural phase transition temperature [41, 43].
However, our results are expected to remain qualitatively
unchanged for the SU(2) symmetric form, since at high
temperatures the ferromagnetic correlations are found to
be strongly pronounced.
The obtained results extend and deepen previous un-

derstanding of the magnetic properties of γ-iron and
stress important role of ferromagnetic correlations in
this substance at not too low temperatures. Although
the ferromagnetic instability at large lattice parameter
was studied previously within band structure calculations
[17–21], using dynamical mean-field theory allows us to
consider the evolution of magnetic properties with rais-
ing temperature and describe their change from γ-iron
in Cu precipitates at low temperatures to the γ-iron,
existing in nature. The obtained close competition of
ferro- and antiferromagnetic correlations (including pos-
sible phase separation on the short-range ordered ferro-
and antiferromagnetic regions) may also help to explain
the anti-Invar behavior of γ-iron, beyond high- and low-
spin states mechanism, proposed previously [44].
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